Ensure OR efficiency and
effectiveness
with NexxisCare

Operating rooms generate about
60% of hospital revenue. So the
pressure to keep up with the latest
technology, and adopting an agile
framework, keeps increasing. Still,
technology won’t do the trick if
it doesn’t have a good support
system.

NexxisCare is
definitely a must-have
service. We were able
to easily locate three
critical fiber issues
yesterday and cleared
two of them for OR4.
Miikka Nordstrom
Service Engineer at Merivaara

One solution tailored to all your needs
• Proactive maintenance
• Remote monitoring and troubleshooting
• Efficient asset management
• Faster issue resolution
• Safe and secure

Your ORs and facilities, in the blink
of an eye
With proactive maintenance, remote monitoring and troubleshooting, and asset management, NexxisCare supports your team in delivering their best performance. Get
access to the latest software and security updates, and focus on what truly matters:
elevating patient health and providing advanced care.

Reliable and efficient management of
multiple ORs and facilities
NexxisCare has unique fiber quality monitoring capabilities to assure surgical video
availability and indisputable reliability. Stay two steps ahead of any issue, and gain
control in unpredictable situations with heat monitoring and a video instability trend
analysis. If a problem still occurs, access NexxisCare remote diagnostics for a swift
resolution.

Assure uptime of your ORs
You’ll get access to your personalized cloud-based portal, which enables you to
solve issues faster thanks to remote monitoring and troubleshooting, wherever you
are. You’ll also always have access to the latest software updates.

Expert efficiency
Remote management allows you to keep the OR up to date and ensure faster turnaround times. How? NexxisCare enables OR integrators to easily draw up reports on
the quality of the ORs and their connected hospitals. In order to get the best out of
your system, dedicated Barco experts can support and train you.

Safe and secure
Proactive maintenance will assure the reliability of your ORs and lower unexpected
costs and delayed interventions due to technical problems. The subscription model
keeps your equipment current with the latest security updates at all times.

Want to know more?
Get started at www.barco.com/en/product/nexxiscare
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